Abstract-Change point detection (CPD) is
INTRODUCTION
Change point detection (CPD), or abrupt change detection, is the application of techniques to detect changes in properties of a time series. Detection of abrupt changes has been widely studied in many real-world problems, such as: atmospheric and financial analyses [1] , fault detection in engineering systems [2, 3] , climate change detection [4] , and genetic timeseries analyses [5] . The usage of this method to detect pattern changes in ECG and EEG signals may also be beneficial. This application would allow appropriate staff to be alerted of changes in a patient's medical situation and to provide on-time treatment [6, 7] . CPD models utilize the algorithms that cover the fields of data mining, statistics, and computer science, including parametric and nonparametric methods [8, 9, 10, 11] . Each CPD algorithm can be assessed from the aspect of detection accuracy, computational cost or whether it can be a real time detection.
Many performance metrics have been introduced to evaluate CPD algorithms based on the type of decisions they make [12] . Aminikhanghahi and Cook [13] reviewed the performance evaluation methods commonly used for CPD models. The evaluation can be based on a yes/no decisionwhether the change point (CP) was detected within certain distance from the real change point. In this case, the CPD model can be treated as a binary classification model and can be evaluated with the usual measures, such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity or ROC curve [14, 15] . For real applications, for example clinical decision makings, cut offs applied to the model outcomes can be adjusted to achieve different sensitivity and specificity [16] . However, when the difference in time between the detected/estimated change point (e-CP) and the actual CP represents the measure of CPD performance, then the evaluation of these algorithms is not as straightforward as for the binary classification. There is no single label against which the performance of the algorithm can be measured. A number of useful metrics take into account the distance between e-CP and actual CP to measure CPD method performance. These metrics include: mean absolute error (MAE), mean squared error (MSE), mean signed difference (MSD), root mean squared error (RMSE) and normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE). Of these, except NRMSE normalizes the unit size of the predicted value and facilitates more direct comparison of error between different datasets, the other methods measure only the absolute distances between e-CP and actual. However, even NRMSE does not count the difference between the situations when the e-CP is before the actual CP and when it is after the actual CP. It also fails to consider the relative position of the actual CP within the total length of the time series.
In this study, we introduced a concept of weighted error distance (WED) which can be interpreted as a normalized distance between the e-CP and actual, or target, change point (t-CP). A WED metrics is proposed to compare the overall performance of CPD models working across multiple time series of different lengths and the occurrence of t-CPs at different positions in the time series. The ability of this WED metric to evaluate different CPD models was tested on Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) [8, 11] , SSA [17, 9] and T [18] algorithms that worked on the synthetic datasets in different sample sizes and different variances. The implementations of KS, SSA and T for CPD on time series were described in our previous studies [8, 19] .
II. METHOD
Suppose a time series, ܺ ൌ ሼ‫ݔ‬ ǥ ‫ݔ‬ ǥ ‫ݔ‬ ሽ , starts from time point a and ends with time point e with a single change point. The time series X is composed of two adjacent segments, in which the former (left) part introduced here before the WED metrics is presented to measure CPD model performance: true positive distance (TPD), positive error distance (PED), true negative distance (TND) and negative error distance (NED). As shown in Fig.  1 , if the e-CP is located on the left side of the t-CP (positive area) the PED and TPD can be calculated, that is the distance from the e-CP to the t-CP and to the start point, respectively. Meanwhile, NED and TND are not applicable. Conversely, when the e-CP is on the right side of the t-CP (negative area), then TPD and PED do not exist. NED is the distance from the e-CP to the t-CP, and TND is the distance from the e-CP to the end point of the time series. These can be represented in formula (1) to formula (4). 
Where, a represents the position of the start point of the time series, b is the position of e-CP when it is on the left side of the t-CP, d is when it is on the right side of the t-CP. c is the position of t-CP, and e represents the position of the end point of the time series.
To measure the performance of a CPD model on multiple time series of varying lengths and t-CPs located at different positions, a normalized measurement metrics is designed. The normalized TPD, FND, TND and FPD can be represented as true positive distant rate (TPDR), positive error distance rate (PEDR), true negative distance rate (TNDR) and negative error distance rate (NEDR). These values can be calculated by formula (5) to formula (8) . Basically, the distance between the start point and the t-CP and the distance from the t-CP to end point of each tested time series are both normalized to 1, and the normalized t-CP position for each time series will match to the same point. TPDR, PEDR, TNDR and NEDR can be interpreted as the positive weighted true distance (WPTD, weighted true distance in positive area), weighted positive error distance (PWED), weighted negative true distance (NWTD) and weighted negative error distance (NWED). For evaluation of the overall performance of a CPD on multiple time series, both WPED and WNED for each time series i can be referred to as WED, shown in formula (9) .
A mean weighted error distance (MWED) is defined as:
Where m and l refer to the number of the e-CPs located before and after the target t-CP (positive area and negative area) respectively. In most of the CPD models, when the search algorithm reaches the start or end point of the time series, if no change point is found, then the e-CP can be set as either the start or end point. The sum of m and l will be equal to N (number of time series to be tested by the CPD). The formula (10) can be simplified to:
Corresponding to a MWED, 1-MWED can be used as a measure of the overall performance for a CPD and be referred to as mean weighted true distance (MWTD).
To illustrate the positions of e-CPs when a CPD works on multiple time series, frequencies of WED values from the multiple tests can be calculated, and a histogram of WED showing the distribution of the normalized e-CP positions can be used to compare the performance between the CPD models. The frequencies of each WED value can be calculated as:
N is the number of time series tested by the CPD, 0<k<K, K is the number of unique WED values of the tests on N time series (K<=N). 
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We applied the proposed WED method and other existing measurements including hit rate, accuracy and computing time, to evaluate the performance of different CPD models including KS, SSA and T models. Hit rate is the probability of the e-CPs located at the target t-CP position, that is the ratio of the e-CPs occurred at the t-CP location in all N tested time series. Computing time is the actual time needed for the CPD to run the set of tests. For a CPD that tests single time series, accuracy is defined as 1-MAE [13] , which can be calculated as:
Where ED is the absolute distance between the e-CP and the t-CP. ED=PED, when e-CP is on the left side of t-CP, and ED=NED when e-CP is on the right side of t-CP. For multiple tests on N time series, average accuracy of the N tests is reported in this study, and is represented as "accuracy".
For experiments, multiple simulation datasets were created that included time series with different lengths, variances and t-CP positions. Each CPD model, including KS, SSA and T, was tested using the same datasets. Each time series included in a dataset that was used for testing the CPD had one t-CP. The positive area (start point to t-CP) of each time series Xil ={x1,…, xm } was composed of normal random numbers N(ȝ=0, ı=1) of size m (m time points included in the positive area). The negative area Xir ={xm+1,…, xN} (from t-CP to end point) was simulated by adding a constant variance, V, into the normal random numbers N(ȝ=0, ı=1) of size L-m (L-m time points in the negative area), where L is the length of the time series.
Here we first present the result from a simulated dataset called Dataset1. Dataset1 included 1000 time series to be tested. Each time series was simulated with a random length between 64 and 512 time points. A fixed variance of 1.5 (V=1.5) was also used to create the values of the time series, following the procedure described in the paragraph above. The t-CP for each time series was set to a different position randomly. The experiment performed with this dataset is named Exp1.
The test results from Exp1, including hit rate, accuracy and computing time from different CPD modes, are listed in Table  I . The results can help us to have an overall view of the performance of the CPD models. From these results, we can see KS produced the best result based on any of the measurements (hit rate, accuracy and computing time) used in this study. SSA produced higher accuracy which is based on the absolute error distance from the t-CP, but lower MWED than T model. In this case, the preference between the SSA or T models would depend on the application. If the absolute error matters, T method would be chosen while SSA would be a better choice if the relative error matters.
The advantage of the WED metrics is that it normalizes measures to enable the comparison of CPDs performance that work on time series with different lengths and with t-CP located at different positions. A histogram can be drawn to see the distribution of the WED across all the times series tested. This cannot be achieved with other metrics mentioned earlier in the paper. Fig. 3 shows the WED distribution with normalized e-CP frequencies (frequencies of each WED) calculated from formula (12) based on the result from Exp1. From the figure, we can see the frequencies of lower WED (both positive and negative, or WPED and WNED) values are higher than those higher WED values in KS model. Most of the WED values produced by KS model on the multiple time series included in Dataset1 were quite low. This means that most of the e-CPs from KS were distributed close to t-CP. The histogram drawn with the result from SSA and T models were more spreaded to the side of the x-axis. Quite a few higher WED values appeared with high frequencies from the result of T model. The visualized results indicated higher overall performance from KS across multiple time series with variety of lengths and t-CP positions. (Fig. 2) , y-axis is the probability of the e-CP hit the position.
When a CPD is used to detect the change points from multiple time series with same lengths and fixed location of actual change points, an e-CP distribution histogram can be produced without WED metrics. The probability distribution histogram should be the same shape as the histogram produced with WED metrics. Fig. 4 illustrates the result from the CPDs tested on a dataset called Dataset2 that included 200 time series with the same length. We call this set of experiments Exp2. The set up for Dataset2 is L=32, V=1.5 and t-CP=20. From Exp2, We can see that using WED metrics for e-CP distribution analysis presented the same result as the earlier methods. However, the earlier methods are restricted to visualize the e-CP result only when the CPD worked on time series with the same length and t-CPs were located at the same position.
For this study, experiments were also performed with datasets created with fixed variances (e.g. V=0.5 or V=2) for each time series included in the same subset of dataset. In general, the CPDs performed well on the time series with higher variances. Fig. 5 . shows the normalized e-CP distribution based on the result from Exp3, with the WED values produced from KS, SSA and T models. The visualization based on the WED metrics made the results from different models worked on multiple various time series comparable. The overall evaluation of the CPDs tested using Dataset3, time series with different variances, can be done with the MWED values. The MWED results along with the hit rate and accuracy produced from each CPD model are shown in Table  II . The ranks of the three models are the same based on the three metrics, which is the consistency that is expected in most of the real-world applications. In this study, a new WED method that can be used for CPD performance evaluation is proposed. In this method, both positive and negative error distances from the CPDs are weighted or normalized for creating a WED metrics. As opposed to previous methods, WED values produced from CPDs using the new WED method allows comparison between the models, when CPD is used across multiple time series of different lengths and t-CP are located at different locations. The method was applied on evaluation of the CPDs utilizing KS, SSA and T methods. The results of the study showed its ability to compare the results from the CPD models working with multiple time series. The WED metrics offers a new way for evaluating CPD performance. It allows better visualization of distribution of the e-CPs when the CPD models work on multiple time series with different parameter values. Along with other evaluation methods, for example computational cost and hit rate, it can offer an overall measure and give better advice for users as to what CPD models to use based on the application. While technology of cloud and Interet of Things is growing fast, more biosignal data are collected for disease diagnosis and health care [20, 21] . It is important to develop CPD models and have them evaluated for proper applications, which will help improve health serivices.
